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HUI CHEUNG WAI 
STRING QUARTET N 0 . 2 
for two violins, viola and cello 
(1996) 
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string Quartet No. 2 HUI Cheung Wai 
The three movements of this work are arranged with contrasting tempos along 
with different degrees of atonality. The interval of major 7th is the basic component 
for building up various combinations of the whole work. Many sound gestures and 
motions are inspired by abstract visual images. The ensemble usually works together 
as a whole for the construction of musical effect. Solo-accompaniment relationship is 
comparative rare. 
The first movement, constructed with ever-changing small musical units, is the 
‘ most flowing of the whole work. Prominent structural features include a section 
constituted by four different ostinati entering in fugal texture and the ending mirror 
recapitulation in retrograde. 
The slow second movement has an everlasting sustaining pedal point of the 
same pitch shift between different parts with other voices surrounding and making 
various changes. Spatial effect of sound sources is being considered. Glissandi cross 
with the sustained long note in different direction, speed and height. Occasional rapid 
running notes in a narrow pitch range create a restrained momentum. The whole 
section is basically tranquil and static. 
The third movement is very fast with a concentration in the usage of materials. 
This substantial concluding movement absorbs elements from previous movements 
and reconstructs them simply and directly. Varied repetitions and interpolations, with 
the idea of gradual addition in values of various musical aspects, support the structure 
of this long final movement. 
This work gives all the four voices even shares in importance and virtuosity, 
and is highly demanding in cooperation as a unique group. The composition was 
written in the winter of 1996. The duration of the whole work is about seventeen 
minutes (1st movement : c.4'50", 2nd movement : c.5'20", 3rd movement : c.6'10", 
total:c.l6'30"). 
I . i 
Signs 
nn bow rapidly across the strings (down bow) behind the bridge, producing 
‘ ^ harsh notes of indefinite pitches 
^ Bartok pizzicato, let the string rebound to hit the fingerboard 
+ left hand pizzicato 
f,^jl,p-^ pluck string with finger nail (not with the flesh) 
pick'p 'm use a guitar pick to pluck the string 
f^^^j^ pluck string with flesh of the thumb 
— J pitch bends down at the end, by portamento 
•~~"""^ uneven-speed glissando’ gets faster near the end 
_^. glissando leading to a note shortly before it 
/ 
^^y- upward glissando ends on indefinite pitch 
^y, speedy glissando toward indefinite pitch right after the attack, with a 
‘ diminuendo 
/ 
J pitch approximate, quarter-tone preferred 
less important note with the pitch not necessary accurate in reference to the 
J equal-tempered system 
i.^. slow vibrato (intonation perceptibly up and down the breadth 
^ •^^ """ •^^  approximately a semitone), the vibrato gets faster towards the end 
scratching tone produced by adding sufficient bow pressure 
_^ ^^ ^^ g^^  gradually becomes a scratching tone 
^//////m prolonged scratching tone, with immediate attack 
Notes 
In some rapid gestures, speed is more important than the precision of pitch. 
Performers should feel free to give speedy effects. 
I. ii 
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4 ^¾  
Disappearance for orchestra HUI Cheung Wai 
AU incidents disappear as time passes away. But people would always find 
some fragments from memory and apparently make up collages of the past in their 
minds. 
The consciousness of "disappearance" comes from comparison as time 
proceeds. One thing disappears if i t once existed but not again later. Disappearance 
may be a continuous process that is gradual or abrupt. But something else may 
happens between the appearance and its disappearance. 
In this work, designs of structures, dynamics, textures and gestures are used to 
convey the sense of disappearance. Omission of previous elements (leading or 
accompanying), reduction in note value, missing of an off-beat, and ‘fade out subito p 
following cresc.’ etc. or even silence are some effective organisations employed by the 
composer. There is a change from low degree to high degree and a drop back of 
dissonance as well as tension in the ultimate structure of this work. (Something 
appears may lead to the disappearance ofits opposite.) 
This piece asks for an orchestra with ‘double winds' only (more economic and 
HKDre feasible for small orchestras). But the timbral variety is fully exploited. English 
horn bass clarinet, and (uncommonly) two piccolos are occasionally called for 
extended tone colours. Strings always play in divisi to weave delicate sound webs. 
Parts are rarely doubled and sound complexes are usually formed within the same 
family of instruments. 
The music begins slowly and quietly with the characteristic whole-tone 
harmony but soon mixes with a few semitones. Long notes become shorter and 
shorter whiie the texture formed by woodwinds and brasses gets thicker and louder. 
This crescendo is cut off at its apex by the intrusion of Ml strings (m.9). As crescendi 
further develop, an undulating melody at the first violins (doubled by the glockenspiel) 
forms heterophony with flutes and oboes (mm.13-16). Then, with the tritone as the 
II.i 
harmonic germ, the 9-part strings wriggle (with independent glissandi) as a 
background for other instrumental solos or groups to overlap and contrast. This goes 
on for 19 measures (sufficient room for different combinations) and the strings 
suddenly vanish (m.36). Woodwinds which entered a little bit earlier carry on and 
make the sections interlocked. The music is now getting more and more condensed, 
more dissonant and more vivid with ascending figures (echo effect is produced 
between paired woodwind parts). 
At m.47, the first climax of the work is established and then diminishes 
dilatorily, interfered by pontilistic woodwinds of high pitches. Independent swells 
- contribute to make a kaleidoscopic sound mass. Various parts appear and then 
disappear. The 'relay' of soft to loud cresc. in brass section is a recall of the beginning 
of the work. A new section prevalent with semitone harmony follows. The 
murmuring solos of string instruments (inspired by electronic music, also employed in 
the Oboe Concerto and second String Quartet of the composer) leads to a section in 
triple meter which quintuplets prevail and cross-rhythm is prominent. 
As swells of different instruments with different materials appear again, an 
alternating short ostinato figure has started at m.79 (not attractive at first). This 
ostinato figure becomes the outstanding backbone at m.85, with a change in tempo and 
shift to its harmonic construction of tritones. Another ostinato played by woodwinds 
joins in later when the music continues with small and gradual changes. The 
disappearance of the last quaver in some measures tightens the 'relay' of consecutive 
crescendi and eventually the music is pushed toward the maestoso climax at m.l07. 
When calmato is restored, only harmonics by the strings are heard and the ostinato 
finishes its remainder. 
Fragments originated from previous sections (such as consecutive crescendi, 
murmuring string solos, web of glissandi etc.) appear before the lsiSifortissimo apex. 
The subito silence at m.l34 marks off the ending section which is slow and quiet. AU 
the condensed textures and complicated sound masses disappear. Percussions float 
upon the sustaining muted strings and the glockenspiel ends the piece with an 
n. ii 
undulating melody (varied from m.13-16). The music finally vanishes in a diminuendo 
played at very high register. 





2 Flutes (both doubling Piccolo) 
2 Oboes (2"^ player doubling Cor Anglais) 
2 Clarinets in B^ (2"^ player doubling Bass Clarinet) 
2 Bassoons 
4 French Horn in F 




Player 1 : Tom-toms, Tam-tam (large). Marimba, Wood Blocks, Suspended 
Cymbal (large), Triangle (med, sml), Cowbell (small), Metal Bowl, 
Bass Drum 
Player 2 : Crotales, Tubular Bells, Glockenspiel, Windchimes, Triangle 
(med, sml), Sizzle Cymbal, Tam-tam (med, sml), Log Drum, 
Bongo, Temple Blocks 
Strings 
Score in C 
c 
All instruments sound as written except: 
Double Bass (octave lower); 
Piccolo (octave higher); 
Crotales and Glockenspiel (2 octaves higher) 
duration : c. 9 minutes 
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W u W u for solo piano HUI Cheung Wai 
Using the piano, an equal-tempered keyboard instrument from the West as the 
medium to convey stylistic elements of traditional Chinese music is always challenging 
and problematic. First of all, the intonation is bound by the rigidly tuned semitones. 
Since ancient Chinese pentatonic and heptatonic scales are not based on equal 
temperament, the challenge for the composer is how to use contemporary 
compositional techniques to overcome this phenomenon. Moreover, irregular and free 
tempos with irregular accel. and rit. in Chinese musical style are not familiar to most 
pianists to date. Yet prosaic and linear notions emphasized in Chinese music aesthetics 
‘ should be preserved or developed. On the other hand, harmony and polyphony which 
are comparatively neglected in traditional Chinese music need more attention to 
produce harmonic sounds of its own kind, especially with the percussive timbre of the 
piano. 
The composer has used several methods in writing Chinese style piano music 
such as imitating the arpeggiation and ornaments sounded on instruments like Zheng 
and Gu Qin, using contrapuntal techniques based on one or more Chinese modes, 
adopting proportional notation for free tempo and ametrical rhythm or improvisation, 
playing inside piano with plucking, muted notes, prepared strings, inducing harmonics, 
etc. to give different new timbres. 
In this piano solo, the composer wants to write a work that is fresh and modern 
but not incomprehensible. It should be more perceptible to most concert pianists and 
gives cogent and impressive performing effects. The composing inclination of 
amalgamating traditional Chinese musical elements and modern ideas is focused here 
on the employment of polymodality and chromatically altered tones. Three-note 
clusters are used frequently and parallel chords thicken the linear structure. The 
rigidity of the tempered scale is thus interfered to give blurred and flexible effects of 
intonations. 
III.i 
Selected pitch-classes from discrete pentatonic collections are disposed as 
pillars of the tonal structure. Atonality is eschewed while centricity is not easily 
perceived. Conspicuous dance rhythms with repeating notes and leaps are prevalent in 
different sections. The meter is not always stable. This, together with the dissonance 
formed by unstable modality, produce a peculiar sound effect which inspires the 
composer to entitle this piece ''Wu MT (Sorcery Dance). 
The music starts with an introduction which is fragmentary and extemporary. 
When the moderato tempo is stabilized, the first rhythmic section begins with the right 
hand playing single notes most of the time. As the organization of rhythm and 
- modality gradually vary, short fragments transformed from elements revealed in the 
j introduction appear twice to be linkage. An andante section follows with thicker 
texture in the right hand part. An ostinato bass appears and is further developed and 
transposed. Parallel motion in the treble part always goes in contrary with the motion 
in the bass part. Gestures from the moderato section is recalled with the change in 
tempo. The first climax accumulated from jumping three-note clusters derived from 
the introduction and expansion of parallel dissonant chords in both hands is soon 
suppressed. With a brief ad lib figure as a connection, the dance of the moderato 
section recurs with modifications. Interpolation of related gestures and abridgment 
intensify the music. Small clusters are then merged with the dance-like rhythmic motif. 
Parallel discords built on polymodality eventually recapitulate. The mixture and 
, variations of former elements make up the fierce final climatic section. 
This work was written in 1997 during springtime. The duration is about ten 
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APPENDDC 
Major Compositions by HUI Cheung Wai 
Orchestral O^estern) 
Disappearance 1997 
Metamorphosis of Narcissus * 1 ^ 9 5 
for oboe, strings and percussion 
commissioned by Hong Kong Composers' Guild for Musicarama 1995 
A BlackHole ofSentiments andMemories * 1993 
commissioned by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra 
A Prose Poem * 1990 
for viola and strings 
Orchestral (Chinese) 
GangesNocturne * 1996 
for Xiao and Chinese orchestra 
commissioned by Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 
Thirteen 'fi' * 1994 
commissioned by Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 
WildMeadow ° 1993 
for harp and Chinese Orchestra 
commissioned by Taiwanese harpist Chen Chao-pei 
Dawn ofFairy Isle ° 1989 
commissioned by Kao'hsiung Chinese orchestra 
Chamber (Western) 
Imagination of a Rain Forest * 1997 
for guitar ensemble and percussion 
commissioned by Hong Kong Guitar Ensemble 
String Quartet No. 2 1996 
Brocade with Bouquet * 1996 
for flute & piano 
Flight ofJasmine * 1993 
for 2 flutes, guitar and piano 
When Zhuang Zi Awakens and Nietzsche Feels Dizzy 1992 
* 
for fIute, violin, cello, bass clarinet, piano & percussion 
commissioned by Hong Kong Composers' Guild for Musicarama 1992 
June'sPoems * 1991 
for flute/piccolo/alto flute & guitar 
commissioned by Stephen Chau & Chan K.C. Duo 
Wedding in a Chinese Village * 1991 
for oboe/cor anglais, clarinet & cello 
Bagatelles 1990 
for 2 trumpets, horn & trombone 
Silhouettes Trilogy * 1989 
for flute/piccolo, oboe/cor anglais & clarinet/alto saxophone 
Homeland * 1989 
for string quartet 
Retrospect *' 1988 
for 2 guitars 
Clouds Suite 1986 
for violin & piano 
-1 -
Chamber (Chinese) 
Peaceful Year * 1997 
commissioned by Hong Kong Composers' Guild for Musicarama 1997 
Andthen…… * 1994 
for er-hu & piano 
Letters from a Wanderer * 1993 
commissioned by Hong Kong Chinese Ensemble 
Temple * 1988 
Solo Instruments 
EntangledMelancholy * 1995 
for guitar 
April * 1989 
for flute 
TinyDust * 1989 
for guitar 
‘ Tai Yin * 1989 
for guitar 
Elegy * 1988 
for viola 
„., “ 1988 
Rite 




Jade Pavilion in the Moonlight 1997 
commissioned by Flushing Conservatory ofMusic, New York 
Wu Wu (Sorcery Dance) 1997 
New Year Visits 1996 
A Morning in May ― ° 1995 
SilentNight Vaiations * 1994 
Bad-Tempered Clavier * 1994 
A Game for Two * 1994 
A Silkworm in Spring 1994 
A Cicada in Autumn 1994 
A Birdin Winter * 1993 
A Frog in Summer * 1993 
BridalPalanquin ° 1991 
Berceuse * 1991 
ScarsonYellowLeaf * 1989 
- 2 -
Dreams Suite * • 1987 
SerialNo. l,No. 2 1987 
Prelude * 1987 
Mist ofSphng * 1986 
Meditation * 1985 
Vocal/Choral 
Leisure 1997 
for voice and percussion 
AgnusDei 1996 
for a cappella chorus (ladies or children) 
Dessin * 1995 
, for soprano & guitar 
FalloverHeart * 1995 
for soprano & guitar 
Swimming in the Milky Way 1994 
for children's choir 
WishtoFly 1994 
for children's choir 
Camp Fire Song 1994 
for children's choir 
Green Wish * 1994 
for narrator, soprano, harp & strings 
commissioned by Green World Expo 1994 
Chance Encounter * 1993 
for soprano & guitar 
Once upon a time * 1993 
for SATB, recorders, piano & percussion 
Solitary Sorrow *. 1993 
for SSA & piano / mezzo-soprano & piano 
Chinese Oriole * 1993 
for soprano, mezzo-soprano & piano 
SuddenRain * 1992 
for SSA & piano 
Meet and Know . 1992 
for voice & piano 
Sacrifice 1992 
for SATB & p i _ 
commissioned by Hong Kong Composers' Guild 
Consolation * 1991 
for SATB & piano 
Tree in the Mist * 1991 
for mixed chorus & guitar 
commissioned by the 'A' Singers 
AutumninDream * 1990 
for soprano, mixed chorus & piano 
SentimentinAutumn *• 1990 
for soprano & piano 
Epigram * • 1 
for voice & piano 
- 3 -
Parting . 1990 
for voice & piano 
Shout for China * 1989 
for SATB, timpani & piano 
Lotus on Water * ° • 1989 
for soprano & piano 
ComeandGo * 1989 
for SATB, xiao & percussion 
Legends 1988 
for male chorus and piano 
Plumblossom in Winter * ‘ 1988 
for SSA & piano 
ColdNight *. 1988 
for mezzo-soprano & piano 
all texts ofthe vocal works are in Chinese, sung in Mandarin, except English text for Green Wish and wordless 
for Sacrifice and Consolation. 
Electro-Acoustic 
Dots, Lines, Symbols & Words * 1994 
Aries * 1994 
for tape and piano 
Film Music 
Betrayal * 19% 
LongDistance Call * 1994 
Making Up * 1992 
Others 
2 sound project outlines for primary school students: 
-Chess Game 1993 
commissioned by Hong Kong Education Department 
-Big Tree Orchestra 1993 
commissioned by Hong Kong Education Department 
* performed in Hong Kong 
° performed abroad 
^ recorded in published CD 
‘ score published 
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